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For over 50 years I have experienced a vast range of challenges in 
personal and corporate insolvency work, mainly spanning property 
and construction. These unique experiences have developed skills well 
beyond those of an advisor and I am proud to be relied upon to offer 
these to my clients on every engagement.

bsilvia@brifnsw.com.au
+61 (0)438 019 903
+61 (0)2 8263 2300
www.briferrier.com.au

Services 

 \ Business recovery and 
turnaround

 \ Business insolvency
 \ Personal insolvency
 \ Forensic accounting

 
Industry specialisations 

 \ Property and 
construction

 \ Energy
 \ Mining
 \ Retail
 \ Manufacturing
 \ Logistics
 \ Tourism and hospitality
 \ Primary industry

 
Qualifications and 
memberships 

 \ Diploma (Commerce) 
- University of 
Technology Sydney

 \ Registered liquidator
 \ Registered trustee in 
bankruptcy

 \ Fellow, CA ANZ
 \ Member, ARITA
 \ Member, AICD

Brian is a registered liquidator and a registered trustee in bankruptcy 
with over 50 years’ experience in insolvency internationally. Brian is a 
founding principal of BRI Ferrier.

Brian’s vision and passion is highly regarded in the industry due to his 
holistic approach. Regarded as a ‘thought leader’, Brian is regularly called 
up as an expert witness. He is one of the only practitioners regularly 
appointed on complex insolvencies. 

Brian provides innovative solutions through strategic problem solving 
and corporate advisory. His thoroughness and attention to detail defines 
his ability to provide commercial options and reach the best outcome for 
all stakeholders.

Outside of BRI Ferrier, Brian has an interest in warmblood horse breeding 
and dressage; his horses have won nine Australian championships.

Experience 

 \ Forest Enterprises Australia 
The third largest forestry managed investment schemes to collapse 
in Australia; Forest Enterprises Australia was restructured using a 
Deed of Company Arrangement, delivering significant returns to 
stakeholders.

 \ Trans Pacific Insurance Corporation 
The foreign registered insurance company had its licence cancelled. 
Investigations uncovered transfers of assets and business. 
Litigation undertaken to recover funds for unsecured creditors and 
subsequently settled with a dividend to unsecured creditors.

 \ Project Octavia – Premium Income Fund 
Preparation of expert evidence regarding solvency of a group that 
resulted a signification preference claim being settled in favour of 
Brian’s client.

 \  Mothercare 
ASX listed large-scale baby goods retailer wound-down strategically, 
providing significant returns to creditors, and ASX shell repackaged 
using a Creditors Trust.

 \  Raptis Group 
Major listed builder in Queensland restructured using a Deed of 
Company Arrangement and relisted on the ASX.
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